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Abstract- -Shortest  path finding has a variety of applications in transportation a d communica- 
tion. In this paper, we study a well-known self-stabilizing algorithm for the shortest path problem for 
the distributed systems. The prevlotm works on this topic had two assumptions that can be relaxed in 
this paper. First, in the previous works, the systems were assumed to be integral-weighted, whereas 
in this paper, the systems are real-weighted. Second, and more importantly, the previous works have 
shown that the algorithm is self-stabilizing under the more restricted central demon model, whereas 
in this paper, we give a rigorous proof showing that the algorithm is actually self-stabilizing under 
the more general distributed emon model. The work in this paper is of significance because in the 
existing literature on self-stabilizing systems, most of the papers regarding the distributed emon are 
for the ring networks only; there are very few papers that discuss the self-stabilizing algorithms for 
the general distributed systems assuming the distributed emon model. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Rea l -we ighted  system, Distributed emon, Shortest path problem, Bounded function 
technique, Self-stabilizing algorithm. 
i. INTRODUCTION 
A distributed system consists of a set of loosely connected processors that do not share a common 
or global memory, Each processor has one or more shared registers and possibly some non- 
shared local variables whose contents pecify the local state of the processor. Local states of all 
processors in the system at a certain time instant constitute the global configuration of the system 
at that time instant. The main restriction of the distributed system is that each processor in the 
system can only access the data (i.e., read the shared data) of its neighbors. Since a distributed 
algorithm is an algorithm that works in a distributed system, it should obey this main restriction. 
Depending on the purpose of a distributed system, a global criterion for the global configuration 
is defined. Those global configurations satisfying the criterion are called legitimate configurations. 
whereas other global configurations are called illegitimate configurations. When the system is in 
a legitimate configuration, the purpose of the system is fulfilled. 
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Dijkstra's central demon model of computation (cf. [1-6]) of an algorithm in a distributed 
system has the following features. 
(a) The algorithm running on each processor consists of one or more rules. Each rule is of the 
form 
condition part --. action part. 
The condi~'ion part (or guard) is a Boolean function over the states of the processor and 
its neighbors; the action part is an assignment of values to some of the processor's shared 
registers. If a condition part of a processor is evaluated as true, we say that the processor 
is privileged (to execute the action part or to make a move). 
(b) At the initial configuration, if none of the processors i  privileged, then the system is 
deadlocked. Otherwise, if a privileged processor exists, the central demon in the system 
will randomly select exactly one among all the privileged processors to make a move, in 
a single atomic step. The local state of the selected processor thus changes, which in the 
meantime results in the change of the global configuration of the system. The system will 
then repeat he above process again and again to change the global configurations a  long 
as it does not encounter any deadlock situation. Thus, the behavior of the system under 
the action of the algorithm can be described by an execution sequence r = (71,72,...) 
in which for any i _ 1, 7~ represents a global configuration, and 7~+x is obtained from 7~ 
after exactly one processor in the system makes the i th move 7~ --* 7~+l- 
Under this computational model, Dijkstra introduced the notion of self-stabilization of a dis- 
tributed system in his classic paper [1] in 1974 (ci also [2,3]). According to him, an algorithm 
is self-stabilizing if regardless of any initial configuration of the system, any execution of the 
algorithm will lead the system to a legitimate configuration, and then let the system stay in a 
legitimate configuration (or some legitimate configurations) forever, unless the system incurs a 
transient fault. Many papers have been published regarding the self-stabilizing algorithms under 
Dijkstra's central demon model. 
While the central demon randomly selects exactly one among all the privileged processors in the 
system to make a move, the distributed emon (cf. [7-12]) randomly selects a subset of privileged 
processors to move simultaneously, in a single atomic step. Since "selecting a subset of privileged 
processors" includes "selecting a unique privileged processor" as a special case, the execution 
under the distributed emon is more general than that under the central demon. All those 
moves that are made simultaneously by the privileged processors elected by the distributed 
demon constitute a system move. The definition for an algorithm to be self-stabilizing under 
the distributed emon is the same as under the central demon. One can see easily that if a 
system is self-stabilizing under the distributed emon, then it is self-stabilizing under the central 
demon. The converse is not true, however, as we have checked that the self-stabilizing maximal- 
independent-set-finding algorithm in [4] is not self-stabilizing under the distributed emon. Most 
of the existing papers on the self-stabilizing algorithms under the distributed emon are for the 
ring networks only. Not much has been done for the general distributed systems up to this point. 
We noticed that Ikeda e~ a/. [11] recently proposed a self-stabilizing algorithm for the maximal 
independent set problem for the general distributed systems assuming the distributed emon. 
Self-stabilizing algorithms for finding the shortest paths in a distributed system have been 
investigated uring the past [5,6,13-18]. In [5], Huang and Chen proposed a BFS-tree-finding 
algorithm that was self-stabiLizing under Dijkstra% central demon model. (Note that the BFS 
tree problem is a special case of the shortest path problem.) Dolev et el. [18] first introduced 
a computational model in which the read/write atomicity was assumed. Under this different 
computational model, Dolev et el. also proposed a self-stabilizing BFS-tree-findlng algorithm. A 
self-stabilizing algorithm for the shortest path problem was proposed in [13] in which the central 
demon was assumed. Ghosh et el. introduced the fault-containment of self-stabilizing algorithm 
and they proposed a fault-containing self-stabilizing algorithm for finding a BFS tree in [14]. 
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Their algorithm is based on the algorithm in [5 I. Inspired also by [5], Huang and Lin [17], using 
the bounded function technique, proved that the algorithm in [13] was self-stabilizing under the 
central demon. Recently, Huaag [15] reexamined the Dolev model and proposed a serf-stabilizing 
algorithm for the shortest path problem that generalizes the BFS-tree-fmding algoritlun in [18]. 
Also recently, Huang [16] proposed a fault-containing self-stabilizing algorithm for the shortest 
path problem, which generai_!?~s the results in [14] and has a fast stabilization time in the single- 
fault situation. 
In this paper, we wm present a rigorous proof showing that in a real-weighted distributed 
system, the well-known shortest path algorithm in [13,17], which has been proved to be self- 
stabilizing under the central demon model, is actually eelf-stabili~.ing under the distributed demon 
model. It is of importance, because from the theoretical point of view, the distributed demon 
model is a natural generalization of the central demon model. Since general distributed systems 
are considered in this paper and since in the existing literature on self-stabilizing systems, very 
few papers discuss the self-stabilizing algorithms for the general distributed systems assuming 
the distributed demon model, the work in this paper is of significance because it can serve as a 
precedent for the future research in this area. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the shortest path algorithm in 
[13,17] is recalled and the meaning of the legifinmte conf~uration is clarified. In Section 3, an 
illustration for the execution of the algorithm is exhibited. In Section 4, the correctnees proof is 
provided. Finally, in Section 5, some remarks conclude this paper. 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
Let G = (~ E) be a simple connected undirected graph that models a distributed system, with 
each node z E V representing a processor in the system and esr.h edge {z, 71} E E representing the 
bidirectional link connecting processors z and y. In the system, each edge e = (x, y} is preassigned 
a weigh~ (or length) zv(e) -~ w(x,~/), which is a positive real number. If L = (el,e2,... ,at) is a 
path in G, the zveight (or lenp~) of L, w(L), is defined to be t E -I 
LEMIvIA I. For any two distinct nodes z and 71 in G, there is a path of mlnlmum weight among 
all the p~ths connecting x and ~/. 
PROOF. Since any simple path connecting z and ~/has all edges on it distinct and since there 
are only finitely many edges in G, there are only finitely many simple paths connecting z and y. 
Consequently, there is a simple path of minimum weight among all the simple paths connecting z 
and y. Since any path connecting x and ~/can be reduced to a simple path connecting z and !t, 
we see that a simple path of minimum weight connecting z and ~/is a path of minimum weight 
connecting z and ~/. | 
NOTE. The above lenmm is rather obvious in the integral-weighted system in which the Well- 
Ordering Principle can apply. 
A shortest p~ between two distinct nodes z and Z/is defined to be a path of min imum weight 
among all the paths connecting z and y; and the distance between x, and y, d(x, ~1), is defined to 
be the weight of any shortest path connecting x and y. For any x E V, d(x, z) -- 0, by definition. 
The so-called s~ngle-so~rce shortest path problem can be phrased as follows: suppose a node s 
in G is specified as the source of the system. We want to find for each node x in G a shortest 
path between x and the source s. The algorithm below is recalled from [13,17]. 
{For the source s} 
(R0) d, # 0 --. d~ := 0. 
{For node z ~ s} 
(m) d. # + w(z, y)) := r n em, + w(z, y)). 
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In the above algorithm, dx stands for a shared register of node x and N(x) = (y • V ! {x, y} 6 E} 
denotes the set of all neighbors of x. Note that in this paper, each shared register dx is assumed 
to take values in R + = {k E R I k > 0}, and the algorithm is assumed to operate under the 
distributed demon model. 
The legitimate configurations for the system are defined to be all those global configurations 
in which d~ -~ 0 and Vx # s, d~ = min~cN(~)(d ~ + w(x,y)), that  is, no node in the system is 
privileged. The meaning of the legitimate configurations can be clarified by the following two 
lemmas. Note that the proof of the following Lemma 2 is slightly different from that of Theorem 1 
in [17], due to that the system here is real-weighted. 
LEMMA 2. UNIQUENESS. H the system G = (V, E) is in any legitimate configuration, then 
Vx 6 V, d~ = d(x, s), the distance between x and s. 
PROOF. First, let ea~ node v ~ s select a neighbor z with dz +w(v, z) = minv~N(v)(dy+w(v, y)) 
to be its predecessor, denoted by p(v). Since dp(v) + w(v, p(v)) = minveg(~ ) (d v + w(v, y)) = d~, 
we have dp(,) < d,. Let x ~ s be an arbitrary node in V. If  we trace predecessors from x on, we 
will get a sequence (v0, vl, v2,- . .  ) with vo = x and p(vk) = vk+l for any k ---- 0, 1, 2, . . . .  Thus, 
d~+~ +W(Vk,Vk+I) = iv k for any k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  I f  the tracing does not reach the source s, then 
the tracing will continue indefinitely. That  means that  the above sequence is infinite. Hence, we 
get infinitely many dvks, with d~ = d, o > dv~ > dv~ > --- > 0. (Note: in the integral-weighted 
system, we have a contradiction right here, but in the real-weighted system, a contradiction does 
not occur at this point.) Then, since for any k = 0, 1, 2,. . . ,  dvk --dvk+, = w(vk, vk+l) >_ w, where 
w = mineeE w(e) > 0, a contradiction occurs. Therefore, the tracing must reach the source s at 
a certain point and then terminate. The rest of the proof is exactly the same as in the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [17]. | 
LEMMA 3. EXISTENCE. The global cop_~guration for which every x • V has dx = d(z, s) is a 
legitimate configuration. 
PROOF. First, observe that  d~ -~ d(s,s) = O. Then, for every x ¢ s in V, let (Zl,X2, . . . .  x~), 
with xl = x and xz = s, be a shortest path between x and s. Thus, d(x, s) = d(x2, s) + w(x, x2) 
(for (x2,.. . ,z~) is a shortest path between x2 and s) and d(x,s) < d(y,s) + w(x,y) for every 
y • N(x) - {x2} (for a shortest path between y and s, together with the edge {x, y}, forms a path 
between x and s). Hence, d(x, s) = d(x2, s) + w(x, x2) = min~eN(~)(d(y, s) + w(x, y) ). Therefore, 
dx -- minyeg(x ) (dzl + w(x, y)). | 
The above two lemmas reveal that there is actually a unique legitimate configuration, that  is, 
the global configuration for which every x • V maintains the distance d(z, s) between x and s in 
its shared register d~. 
3. AN ILLUSTRATION 
Figure 1 illustrates an execution of the algorithm. There axe five configurations in the figure. 
In each configuration, the shaded nodes represent the privileged nodes, whereas the shaded nodes 
with a darkened circle stand for the privileged nodes selected by the distributed demon to make 
a system move. 
4. CORRECTNESS PROOF 
In this section, we shall prove that the algorithm is actually self-stabilizing under the distributed 
demon. As mentioned in Section 1, the behavior of the system under the action of the algorithm 
can be described by an execution sequence F = (71, 72,. •. ) in which for any i _> 1, 7~ represents a 
global configuration. In order to give a rigorous proof for the self-stabilization, we need to make 
the concept of execution sequence more precise. A sequence F = (71,72,- -- ) is called an infinite 
execution (of the algorithm in the system) if 
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The initial configuration d~ = : 
Source s is privileged by R0. 
Node i is privileged by R1. 
Nodoj is privileged by R1. 
Node k is privileged by R 1. 
Node l is privileged by R 1. dj 
Distributed emon picks nodes 




Source s is privileged byR0. 
Node i is privileged by R1. 
Node k is privileged by R1. 
Node I is privileged by R1. 
3.2 +,~ 
d] 
Distributed emon picks nc 
to make a system move. 
~d,=0 
d, =7.6 d"  =5.5 
Node i is privileged by R I. ~ 2.1 
Node k is privileged by R 1. '~  
Node l is pdvileged by R 1. 4~, ,h  2.5 t~/3 .  2 
=5.7+~~ a~ =3.2+4~ dj 
I I  
Distributed emon picks node l _J L_ 
to make a system ove. ~ . /  ~d, =0 
Node i s privileged by R1. "~k  ~"  
=5.7+, j -~}~~ d k =3.2+-~ dj 
I I  
{~ d~ =0 
4.8 
oo i - . /3 .2  
d s =5.7+~ ~ d~--3.2+~ 
Figure I. An execution of the algorithm. 
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Ca) r is an infinite sequence, 
(b) for any m • Z +, -~,~ is a global configuration, and 
(e) for any m E Z +, ~m+l is induced from 7m aider a subset of privileged processors selected 
by the distributed emon make the system move ~/m --* 7m+1. 
A sequence Y -- (Tb~, - . . )  is called afindte execution (of the algorithm in the system) if 
(a) 1" is a finite sequence; r = (-yl,-y2 . . . .  ,Tq) for some q E z +, 
(b) for any m • 1,2 . . . . .  q, 7m is a gloJ~d confi£~ration, 
(e) for any m • I, 2 , . . . ,  q - I, 7m+I iS induced from 7m after a subset of privileged processors 
selected by the distributed emon make the system move 7m --* 7re+l, and 
(d) no node in the system is privileged in the last configuration 7q. 
Thus, unless dearly specked, an execution 1" ---- (~t,'Y2 . . . .  ) may refer to an infinite or a finite 
execution. 
We now proceed to prove the correctness of the algorithm. Our proof will be by contradiction. 
For the purpose of proof, we introduced the notation d~(~) to stand for the d-value of node z in 
the configuration 7. The following lemma is quite obvious in view of the definitions of a legitimate 
configuration, a finite execution and an algorithm being self-stabilizing. 
LE~MA 4. The algorithm is self-stabilizing if and only ff any execution of the algorithm is a 
finite execution. 
Suppoee now the algorithm is no~ self-stabilizing. Then, due to the above lemma, there must 
exist an infudte execution r ---- (71 ,  72 ,  .0 .  ) of the algorithm. Since the system G = (~ E) is a 
connected graph, a spa-nin~ tree T of G exists. If we assign the source s to be the root, then T 
becomes a rooted tree at s. For each node z in the syste~n, let the value d= be defined recursively 
by 
(1) ,L = d C-n); and 
(2) for x ~ s, d= ---- max{d=(v1), dp(~) + w(z,p(:r))}, where p(x) is the parent of x in T. 
Note that d=s depend solely on the d-values in 71 and the edge weights of the system. 
LEMMA 5. For any node z in the system and for any conjuration ~/m in the execution r ,  
d.(%n) <_ dz. 
PROOF. For any node z • V, let l(x) stand for the level of node z in T, i.e., the number of edges 
on the unique simple path connecting node z and the source s in T. We now prove the lemma 
by induction on l(x). 
(I) Induction Basis. For any node a~ with l(z) = 0, node • must be the source s. In view of 
rule (1t0) of the algorithm, do (7~) < d, for any m • Z +. Thus, the induction basis is 
established. 
(2) Inductive Step. Let k > 0 and assume that for any node z with l(x) = k, dz(Tm) < d~ for 
any m • Z +. Then consider any node I/with l(y) ffi k + 1 (thus, It ~ s) and m • Z +. 
(i) If node y has not yet made any move during the transition 71 -* 72 --' --" --* 7r~, 
then dy(%a) ---- du(71) _~ du" 
(ii) If node y has made a move during the transition 3'1 -'* 72 --* "'" --* %-, let 7~ -'* 7~+~ 
be the last systean move in the transition such that Zt joins in that system move, Then 
< ~¢y) + w(y, p(y)) (here the induction hypothesis is used, 
z(p(y)) = k) 
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Thus, the inductive step is established. By the postulate of mathematical induction, the 
claim of the lemma is proved. I 
COROLLARY I. BOUNDEDNESS OF d-VALUES. There ex~ an M > 0 such t~t  for any node x 
in the system and for any conf~,uzation 7,, in the execution F, dz(7,~) _< M. 
PROOF. Let M = msxf~v J,. | 
In [17], the boundedness of the d-values immediately implies the finiteness of the d-wdues 
because all the d-values axe nonnegative integers there, wkich is not the ease in the real-weighted 
system here. In order to obtain the fiuiteness of the d-values, more effort is required. 
LEMMA 6. FINITENESS OF d-VALUES. There ex~s  a t~a/te set of noanega~/ve tea/numbers B 
such that for any node z in the system and for any con~guration 7.~ in the execution F, dz(%.) 
6B.  
PROOF. Let A -:- {0} U {w(e,) +... + w(e~) [ k E Z +, e,,...,eh • E} O {d.(71) ] z • V} O 
{d,(71) + w(e,) +. . .  + w(ek) I z 6 V, k E Z +, e l , . . . ,  ek E E}, let M be as in the preceding 
corollary and let B = {a • A [ a _< M}. Note that in the definition of A, e l , . . - ,ek  axe not 
required to be distinct. Therefore, A is obviously an infinite set. 
CLAIM I. B is a If~n~e set. 
PROOF OF CLAIM 1. in view of the deflR[tJ0ns of A and B, it s-i~ces to show that // -- 
{w(el) +... +w(ek) I k e Z +, e1,..,,ek E E, w(el) +... +~,(ek) < M)  and K = {d.(7, ) + 
w(el) +. . .  +w(ek) I k 6 Z +, e l , . . . ,ek  6 E, z • V, dz(71) +w(e l )+ ...  + w(e~) _< M} axe 
finite sets. Let w = min,Esw(e ). Then w > 0. l f k  E Z + and w(el) +- . .+w(e~)  E H, then 
k. w < w(el) + . . .  + ~v(e~) < M. Thus, /¢ _< [M/w], and hence, I < k <<_ [M/w]. Therefore, 
H C_ {w(el) +- - -  + w(ek) I 1 < k _< [M/w], e, , . . . ,  ek E E}. Since the latter set is obviously 
a finite set (for E is finite), H is a finite set. By the similar argument, K is also a finite set. 
Therefore, Claim 1 is proved. 
CLAIM 2. For any node x in the system and for any configuration 7m in the execution r ,  d,(7~ ) 
6B.  
PROOF OF CLAIM 2. Since by Corollary 1, for any node z q V and for any configuration 7,~ 
in F, dffi(7,~) < M, it suffices to show that for any node x 6 V and for any configuration 7m in F, 
df('y,~) E A. We prove it by induction on m. 
(1) Induction Basis. Since for any x 6 V, d,(71) 6 A in view of the defiuition of A, the 
proposition [d=(7.~) 6 A for any z 6 V] is true for m = 1. 
(2) Inductive Step. Assume that [dffi(Tm ) E A for any x E $/] is true for m =mo (m 0 • Z+). 
Since the configuration 7,,o+, is obtained from 7m ° after a subset of nodes in the system 
make a system move, we denote this subset as D. Then for any z • V - D, df(Tmo+*) = 
d,(7,,o) E A by the induction hypothesis. For any z • D, if z = s, then d~(7~,0+, ) = 0 
• A; otherwise, d~(7,~+~) =min ,  hN(=)[d~(7,no) + re(z, ~)] = d,(7,,~) + ~(x, z), for some 
z • N(x). Since dz(fmo) 6 A by induction hypothesis, we have d=(7,,o+, ) = d,(7~o) + 
w(z,z) • A in view of the definition of A. Thus, we have shown that d~(7,~0+~) • A for 
any z 6 V. Hence, Claim 2 is proved. | 
We axe now able to define turn nodes and bounded functions needed for the rest of the proof. 
Since B is a finite set of nonnegative r al numbers, we let B = {Ao, A1, A~,..., Aq}, with A0 < A~ < 
• -- < Aq and A0 = 0. A node z is called a turn node if z # 8 and d, < min~EN(ffi)(d ¢ + w(z,y)); 
otherwise, it is called a ~ont~rn ode. If • is a turn node and d, = Ae, then it is called a 
k-turn ~ode. By definition, A (~) is the set of all/~-turn nodes in the system and n~ = ]A (~)] 
is the caxdinality of A (~). We define F, = (n0,nl , . . .  ,nq), F2 = Y~ffiEvd,, and F = (Ft, F~). 
Note that just like dffi, all these objects inc/uding A (~), n~, F1, F~, and F can be viewed as 
functions defined over the set of all system configurations {7~,7~,... } in the execution r .  We 
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compare the Fl-values as well as the F-values by lexicographic order. Thus, for any two global 
configurations 7,m and 7~3, Fl(7m,) < F1(7",,) ff and only if there is a k E {0,1, . . . ,q} such 
that nj(7",,) = nj('Tm2) for any j  < k and n~(7",,) < nk(Tm2), whexeas F(7",,)  < F (7~)  if and 
only if F1(7~,) < Fx(7~,) or [Fl(7~x) --FL(7",2) and F2(Tm~) < F2(7~2)1. 
LEMMA 7. The set {F(7,r,) 1 7" , /s  a con~at ion /n  the execution r} is a fmiCe se~. 
PROOF. By definition, F = (FI,F2) ---- (no, nl , . . . ,nq, ~'~ffievd=). Let In = (0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n},  
where n is the number of nodes in the system and let J ---- {al + a2 -{- -.. -{- ~ J ai e B, for any 
i - 1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. Since B is a finite set, J is finite, and thus, the Cartesian product 1~+1 x J 
is also finite. On the other hand, one can see from Lemma 6 that for any configuration 7m in 
the execution r ,  F(.7",) = (n0(7",),... ,nq(-},",), ~-~..=cv dE(7",)) G In q+1 x J. Thus, the lemma is 
proved. | 
The proof of the following lemma is the crucial part of the whole correctness proof. It has a 
different point of view from the proofs for Lemmas 4-9 in [17]. For the proof of the ~llowing 
lemma, we split rule (R1) into 
(Rl-a) d= < mln~eN(f)(dy -{- w(x,y)) --~ d, := minyCNCf)Cd ~ -t- w(x, y)), and 
(m-b)  > + - .  :=  miw ,vC.)(4, +,,,(x. 
LEMMA 8, For any m E Z +, F(vr.+l) < F(7",). 
PROOF. Let K ----- {z E V [ (z is a nonturn node in ~/r. and becomes a turn node in 7",+I) or 
(x is a turn node in both 7", and 7",+I and z joins in the system move 7", -* 7",+I)). Then~ 
V-  K = {z • V [ (z is a nonturn node in both 7", and 7re+x) or (x is a turn node in 7-. and 
becomes a nonturn node in 7re+l) or (X is a turn node in both 7,, and 7m+l and x does not join 
in the system move 7,, --* 7m+,)}. Thus, we have 
(A) if node x is in V -K ,  then in the system move 7m -'* %a+,, x can only contribute 0 or -1 
to each of the quantities no, n,,.., and nq. (For instance, if x is a k-turn node in 7", and 
becomes a nonturn node in 7",+I, then in the system move 7m -'* 7,-+*, z contributes - i  
to the quantity nk and contributes 0 to any other n~ with i # k.) 
CASE 1. K = ¢. Then V = V - K. By (A), we have 
(B) every node in V can only contribute 0 or -1  to each of the quantity nl, for i = 0,1 , . . . ,  q, 
in the system move 7", "~ 7,-+1. 
Thus, 
(C) for any i = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  q, W4(Tm+l) _< hi(Tin), and consequently, 
(D) _< 
SUBCASE I.I. There exists a node u 6 V such that du(%a) < d~(Tm+,). Then in the system 
move 7m --* 7re+l, u must execute rule (Rl-a). So u must be a turn node in 7m- Let du(Tm) -- A~. 
Then in the system move 7m --* 7",+1, u contributes -1 to n~. This, together with (B) above, 
implies nk(Tm+l) < nk(Tm), which, together with (C) above, implies Fl(7",+l) < Fl(Tm). Hence, 
F(7",+1) < F(7,~) and we axe done. 
SUBCASE 1.2. For any node u • V, d~(v",+t) _~ du(Tm). Let v • V be any node that joins in 
the system move 7", "* 7",+*. Then d~(Tm+l) < d,(Tm). Hence, Fa(vm÷,) < F2(Tm). This, 
together with (D) above, implies F(Tm+,) < F(Tm) and we are done. 
CASE 2. K # 4. Let u E K be a node such that d~(7",+,) = mL"z~K dz(7",+,). If we let 
du(7",+l) = Ak, then for any x 6 K, d=(7",+,) > Ak. Hence, for any x E K,  x can only 
contribute 0 or -1  to each quantity n~, for i -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  k - 1, in the system move 7m -'* 7",+*. 
This, together with (A) above, implies 
(E) every node in V can only contribute 0 or -1  to each ofthe quantity hi, fori = 0, 1,.. .  , k - l ,  
in the system move 7", -+ 7",+*. 
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Thus, 
(F) for any i ---- 0 ,1 , . . . ,  k - 1, n~(Vm+l) _< n~(v.~). 
Note that since s is never a turn node by definition, s ~ K, and hence, u # s. 
SUBCASE 2.1. u is a turn node in 7m- Then u joins in the system move 7m --+ "Ym+l in view of 
the definition of K. Hence, u executes (Rl-a) in the system move V,~ --* Vm+l and d~,(7.~ ) < 
d,,(Vm+l ). Let du('Tm) = .kj. Then .k i <: ~k, and thus, ] < k. Hence, in the system move 
V.- --* 7m+1, u contributes -1  to nj. This, together with (E) above, implies nj('Ym+l) < nj(vm), 
which, together with (F) above, implies Fl(Vm+l) < FI(7,~). Hence, F(Vm+I) < F(vr.) and we 
are done. 
SUBCASE 2.2. u is a nonturn node in Vm, 
SUBCASE 2.2.1. u joins in the system move 7.~ --* %,~+*. Since u ¢ s, u is a nonturn node in "~m 
and u joins in the system move 7., --* 7..+I, it must be that du(7,~) > min.eN(~)[d.(7,.) + 
w(u,x)]. Since u is a turn node in 7m+l in view of the definition of K,  d~('~m+l) < minzeN(~) 
[d~(%~+1) + w(u,x)]. Since du("/m+l) = minx~N(.,)[d~(7,~) + w(u,x)l, we have min~eAr(~ ) 
[d.(~/m+l) 4-w(u, x)] :> min.eiv(~ ) [dx(v..) +w(u, ~)]. Let v E g(u) be a node such that d~(%a) -{- 
w(u,v) -- min.eN(~)[d~('y..) + w(u,x)]. Then d~('Ym+l) + w(u,v) > min~eg(~)[d.('y..+l)  
> = Hence,  > 
and thus, v must execute (Rl-a) in the system move Vm --* Vrn+l. It follows that d,,(Vm) < 
rain= e Iv(v) [d~ (Vm) + w (v, x)] and v is a turn node in 7-~. Note that du (Vm+l) = min~e;v (u) [d~ (Vm) 
+w(u,x)] = d,,(7,,~) +w(u,v) > d.(vm ). If we let d~(v.. ) = Aj, then )U < A~, and thus, j < k. 
Since in the system move ~/m --* Vm+l, v contributes -1  to nj, this, together with (E) above, 
implies nj(vm+l ) < nj(~/m), which, together with (F) above, implies F~(Vm+~ ) < F1(%~). Hence, 
F(Vm+l) < F(%~) and we are done. 
SUBCASE 2.2.2. u does not join in the system move ?m --* %.+1. Then since u is a nonturn node 
in ~/m and becomes a turn node in "Ym+l (in view of the definition of K), minzeN(u)[d.(9'm+l)  
w(u,x)] > d~(Vm+l) ---- d~(7.~) >_ min.eN(.)[d.(V,~) +w(u,x)]. Let v e g(u) be a node such 
that dv(vm) + w(u,v) = min~eJv(~)[d~(vm ) + w(u,x)]. Then d~(7..+1 ) + w(u,v) >>_ minioN0. ) 
ida(Tin+l) + w(u,x)] > min.eiv(~)[d~(v.~ ) + w(u,x)] = d~,("/m) + w(u,v). Hence, d.(7.~+1) > 
do(v,.), and thus, v must execute (Rl-a) in the system move 7m ~ %,.+~- It follows that 
d.(v.~) < min.EN(.)[d~(7..) + w(v,x)t and v is a turn node in 7m- Since u is a nonturn node in 
7,~, d~(vm) -> min=eIv(u)ida(%.) + w(u, x)] -- d.(vm ) + w(u, v) > d.(Vm). If we let d~(7..) = Aj, 
then A i < Ak, and thus, j < k. Since in the system move 7,- -~ 7.~+*, v contributes -1  to 
nj, this, together with (E) above, implies nj(7,,~+1) < nj(Vm), which, together with (F) above, 
implies F1(7..+1) < F~(%~). Hence, F(vm+~) < F('~m) and we are done. 
From all the above, we see that in any case, F(vm+~) < F(vr.). | 
By Lemma 8, F('y,) > F(7~) >. . . .  Hence, F(71), F(72), . . .  are all distinct and {F(vrn) I m E 
Z + } is an infinite set. However, by Lemma 7, {F('7.~) 1 m 6 Z + } is a finite set. A contradiction 
occurs. Therefore, the supposition that the algorithm is not self-stabilizing is false and we have 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The algorithm is self-stabilizing. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the above, we have shown that in a real-weighted system, the shortest path algorithm in 
[13,17] is actually self-stabilizing under the distributed demon model. From the Concluding 
Ramark in [17], one can see that when the system is in the legitimate configuration, the shortest 
path problem is solved. 
As we mentioned previously, in the existing literature on self-stabilizing systems, there are 
very few papers that discuss the self-stabilizing algorithms for the general distributed systems 
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assuming the distributed emon model, and there exists a counterexample showing that an 
existing so]f-stabilizing algorithm under the central demon may not bc self-stabillzlng under the 
distributed emon. Our work in this paper shows that even if a seif-stabilizing algorithm under 
the central demon is actually self-stabilizing under the distributed emon, it may not be easy to 
see it. Although the approach taken in this paper is the same as that in I17~, the crucial step of 
the correctness proof in this paper is of different point of view from that in [17]. The reason for 
that is because the crucial step (i.e., the proof~ for Lemm~s 4-9) in [17] could not be successfully 
generalized to serve the distributed emon. Whether the algorithm in discussion is self-stabilizing 
under the distributed emon or not was really uncertain until the proof for the crucial Lepta  8 
was acquired. All the above indicates that the research on the distributed emon may not be 
as trivial as people might have thought. We should also note that in this paper, the extension 
from the integral-weighted system to the real-weighted system also caused some complication~ 
that required suitable treatment. 
The well-known algorithm studied in this paper is not et~cient as far as the stabilization time 
is concerned. (There is actually no efficient self-stabilizing shortest path algorithm existing at 
this point, to the best of our knowledge.) As pointed out in [16], even for the integral-weighted 
systems assuming the central demon model, even in the single-fault situation, the stabilization 
time of this algorithm is as bad as f~(n~), where n is the number of nodes in the system and 
k is any arbitrary positive integer. The fault-containing self-stab~ii~.ing al orithm in [16], which 
is a sophisticated modification of this algorithm, has made a considerable improvement in the 
stabilization time in the single-fault situation. For the integral-weighted systems, in the single- 
fault situation, the worst-case stabilization time of the algorithm in [16] is only O(A), where A 
is the maximum node degree in the system. 
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